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Designing for Windows 8: Fundamentals of Great Design in Windows Store AppsApress, 2013

	Designing for Windows 8 is a fast-paced, 150-page primer on the key design concepts you need to create successful Windows 8 apps. This book will help you design a user interface that is both delightful and effective, feels ‘right’ to your users, and encapsulates a great Windows 8 experience.

	

	In this book,...
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The Consulting Veterinary NurseJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	The Consulting Veterinary Nurse is an invaluable source of information for all veterinary nurses setting up and conducting their own nursing clinics in small animal practice. From the basics of setting up the consulting room to running and marketing individual clinics, this book provides a comprehensive coverage of the role of the...
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JavaScript Absolute Beginner's GuideQue, 2016

	JavaScript Absolute Beginner's Guide


	No experience necessary!


	 


	Make the most of JavaScript -- even if you've never programmed anything before. This book is the fastest way to learn JavaScript and use it...
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A Complete Guide to Programming in C++Jones and Bartlett Publishers, 2002
This book provides both novice and experienced programmers with a comprehensive resource manual for the C++ programming language. Readers gain experience in all aspects of programming, from elementary language concepts to professional software development, with in depth coverage of all the language elements en route. These elements are carefully...
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Murach's Oracle SQL and PL/SQL (Training & Reference)Mike Murach & Associates, 2008

	If you're developing applications that access Oracle databases, you can save time and work by having SQL do more of the data handling for you: This new book shows you how. It teaches you how to create effective SQL queries to extract and update the data in an Oracle database. It teaches you how to design and implement a database, giving...
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Stories that Move Mountains: Storytelling and Visual Design for Persuasive PresentationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Learn how to use stories and visuals to make top–notch presentations


	It′s called CAST (Content, Audience, Story, & Tell) and it′s been a quiet success, until now. Developed over a twelve year period as a presentation method to help Enterprise Architects, it was adopted by Microsoft Enterprise...
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Apache Hive Essentials: Essential techniques to help you process, and get unique insights from, big data, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		This book takes you on a fantastic journey to discover the attributes of big data using Apache Hive.

	
		Key Features

		
			Grasp the skills needed to write efficient Hive queries to analyze the Big Data
	
			Discover how Hive can coexist and work with other tools within the Hadoop...
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Data Mining Methods and ModelsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Apply powerful Data Mining Methods and Models to Leverage your Data for Actionable Results
Data Mining Methods and Models provides:    

	The latest techniques for uncovering hidden nuggets of information
	The insight into how the data mining algorithms actually work
	The hands-on experience of...
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IBM EServer Certification Study Guide - Pseries Aix System SupportIBM Press, 2001
This redbook is designed as a study guide for professionals wishing to prepare for the certification exam to achieve: IBM eserver Certified Specialist - pSeries AIX System Support. The system support certification validates a broad scope of AIX problem determination and resolution skills and the ability to perform general AIX software system...
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ASP.NET by ExampleQue, 2001
ASP developers need to understand how ASP.NET can help them solve business problems better than any prior product.  ASP.NET by Example is designed to provide a "crash course" on ASP.NET and quickly help the reader start using this new technology. As part of the By Example series, this book approaches ASP.NET in an easy-to-use tutorial...
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Adobe® Acrobat® and PDF for Architecture, Engineering, and ConstructionSpringer, 2005

	Applied Acrobat for Engineers is the first and only book to be written specifically to give engineers the skills that they need to use pdfs and Adobe Acrobat in engineering applications.


	Teaches the use of PDF in communication and archiving of complex documents with a specific slant towards various engineering disciplines and the...
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Framework Design Guidelines: Conventions, Idioms, and Patterns for Reusable .NET Libraries (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2008

	Framework Design Guidelines, Second Edition, teaches developers the best practices for designing reusable libraries for the Microsoft .NET Framework. Expanded and updated for .NET 3.5, this new edition focuses on the design issues that directly affect the programmability of a class library, specifically its...
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